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POPULATION - 29million- half the population of the UK 

AREA -2,505,810, sq km, - the largest country in Africa 

and 10 times the size of the UK. 

 

Sudan’s civil war is similar to that we see in Syria now - 

the southern rebels fight with the Khartoum 

Government has dominated life since 1956. The peace 

agreement signed on the 9th January 2005 resulted in 

the formation of South Sudan on the 9th July 2011 

 

Effects of the War …... 

• 2 million killed 

• 4.5 million displaced northwards 

• 2 million living in the desert outside Khartoum (population of Khartoum 1 million) 

• 100,000 abandoned or orphaned children 

 

Programmes run by SVP National Council in Sudan: 

• Water wells: - Well installed by SVP in 1997 - 50,000 gallons/day 

from 200m. - Delivered free by tanker, then by  donkey cart at a 

small cost to outlying areas 

• Foster homes for street children: - 5 Homes - 2 for boys and 3 

for girls hosting 534 children 

• Health Clinics/mobile dispensary: - Friday clinics are manned by 

doctors who give up their day off to help people who have no 

access to medical care. About 50,000 treatments a year. 

• Vocational training for teenagers: - Bricklaying, Welding, Carpentry, Refrigeration, Electrical 

installation, Tailoring/dressmaking, Embroidery, Tie-dyeing, First aid/medical. 1,200 last 

year. (Has been up to 2,000 in a year) 

• Baby feeding: - For children up to 4 years old - Some mothers are out looking for work. In the 

past children have been abducted or murdered. Numbers vary from 4,000 to 12,000 in some 

years. 

 

    QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

 

How did all this start? 

Just as in England & Wales and in all the other 149 countries in 

which the SVP is active, the main work is carried out through 

members of SVP Conferences on a 1 to 1 basis. Through the 

system of “International Twinnage”, Parish based Conferences 

in England & Wales are twinned with others in India, Sudan, 

Roumania, Grenada and Guyana. As a result of civil conflict the 

situation in Sudan is different from the other countries and the 

SVP has responded to need by developing major support 

programmes.  



 

How much does this cost? 

The budget for each programme for the current year

 

Vocational training

Street children

Baby feeding

Medical

Agriculture

Miscellaneous

TOTAL

TOTAL FOR NORTH & SOUTH

 

Where does the money come from?

From donations made by the general public throughout Europe. The SVP i

year has sent €350,000 towards the total budget of 

 

 

Who manages the programmes? 

The SVP Board in Sudan employs about 80 staff 

supervise the work of volunteer members. For example a baby feeding centre will be managed by a 

member of staff who will ensure correct management and the health & safety of the babies

preparation and serving of the food will typically be by 

mothers and local members. 

  

How much of our donations are used to provide support for 

the poor? 

All funds donated through the SVP Twinnage system 

ensures that every penny of every £ you give goes directly 

for the purpose for which it is given

administration costs are sourced elsewhere

 

How do we make sure that the money is used for the purpos

The SVP in both Sudan and South Sudan use 

finances. Data from this system is transferred through “cloud” based systems to the SVP systems 

here and in Geneva; this enables us to interro

 

Can we choose where and how our money is spent?

Yes if you wish. However, our members in Sudan can be trusted to judge 

one time and therefore we suggest that donations are made without

 

Can we get regular reports on how our money is spent?

Yes - our members in Sudan are always pleased to tell everyone 

are also prepared after each monitoring visit 

 

Thank you for your support. 

udget for each programme for the current year is: 

Vocational training 654,573.00

533,869.00

155,988.00 50,000.00

75,000.00

72,000.00

40,000.00

764,857.00 776,573.00

TOTAL FOR NORTH & SOUTH € 1,593,146

 

Where does the money come from? 

From donations made by the general public throughout Europe. The SVP in England & Wales

00 towards the total budget of €1.6 million (€ = £0.85 approx in Oct 13

How do we get the money to Sudan and how can we be sure 

that none of the money is taken by others? 

Your money is banked using the SVP Bank account here at the 

Cooperative Bank. Every quarter funds are transferred to the 

French Sudanese Banks in Khartoum and Juba. This payment i

made by the National Twinnage Organiser and approved

member of the Board of Trustees, SVP (England & Wales)

Sudan all withdrawals or payments require two signatories.

The SVP Board in Sudan employs about 80 staff - teachers, social workers, nurses, and 

supervise the work of volunteer members. For example a baby feeding centre will be managed by a 

ember of staff who will ensure correct management and the health & safety of the babies

preparation and serving of the food will typically be by 

How much of our donations are used to provide support for 

funds donated through the SVP Twinnage system 

very penny of every £ you give goes directly 

for the purpose for which it is given. Funds for 

sourced elsewhere. 

How do we make sure that the money is used for the purpose for which it is given? 

The SVP in both Sudan and South Sudan use financial management software to control

finances. Data from this system is transferred through “cloud” based systems to the SVP systems 

us to interrogate all records of income and expenditure.

Can we choose where and how our money is spent? 

Yes if you wish. However, our members in Sudan can be trusted to judge changing priorities at an

time and therefore we suggest that donations are made without conditions attached. 

Can we get regular reports on how our money is spent? 

our members in Sudan are always pleased to tell everyone about what they are doing

prepared after each monitoring visit and can be viewed on the SVP Twinnage website.
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